
SCENE 1 
Rylee W:   Welcome to our little show.  

       It’s called “On with the Snow”  ‘cause it’s all about snow.  
 
Seth S:      We’ll sing and dance and do whatever it takes,  

        Cause this is a show that celebrates flakes!  
 

Marley:    But wait a minute if you really want to know,  
                I don’t mind saying that I hate the snow!  
 
(All gasp!)  
 
Colton S:  What do you mean,  you hate the snow?  

You can’t hate snow; it’s the name of our show!  
 
Marley:    There’s no need to shout and  there’s no need to scold. I don’t like snow 

because it makes me cold!  
 
All:   (nod and ad lib to each other) “ Yep, well he does have a point there.”  “Yeah 
snow is cold alright.” etc.  
 
Rylee W:    I have to agree, if the truth be told, If you’re going to have snow,   

      you have to have cold.  
 

Seth S:      Snow is cold, that is very well known. Snow can chill you right to the 
bone!  

 
Colton S:   Snow can make you shake and quiver. When I get cold, all I do is shiver!  
 
 
Song2: B-r-r-r! (The Shiver Song) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SCENE 2  
 
Emma:    All this shivering has me in a tizzy. If you don’t want to be cold,  you have 

to stay busy!  
 
Karime:    That’s right!  If you keep on moving along, You won’t have to sing  the 

same shivering song.  
 
Colton J:    You might get cold  if you just stand there waiting, But you won’t get cold  

if you’re skiing or skating! 
 
Kai:   If you don’t want your  feet to feel frozen and blocky, Put on some gear 

and play some ice hockey!  
 
Karime:    I’ve got the best idea yet!  With snowshoes, you can work up a sweat.  
 
Emma:    Hello, everyone! Do I need to remind you, (motioning to the audience)  
 
 
The people are here and we’ve got a show to do! All:   (ad lib) “Oh yeah !” “That’s 
right!”  “Oops almost forgot.” “Snowtime!” etc.  
 
Colton J:    This next act knows how to stay warm all right! They work all day and 

they work all night!  
 
Sam W:    If you’re feeling cold at home in your hovel, Join this group and pick up a 

shovel! 
 
 
Song 3: Shoveling 
 
(Shovelers energetically enter the stage from behind panels with shovels) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SCENE 3  
Maggie:  Well that was great, but what I want to know, Is what do shovelers do when  

there isn’t any snow?!  
 
(The shovelers look at each other for a brief pause. Then suddenly start the chant and 

pretend to mow the lawn with their shovels as they exit.) 
 
Shovelers:    Mowing! Mowing! Mowing! Mowing! Mowing! Mowing! Mowing! 
 
SCENE 4 
Eleanor:    Ladies and gents,  since the driveway is now clear, Let’s give our next act 

a great big cheer!  
 
(A cast member whispers in the announcer’s ear.)  
 

It seems we have a slight delay.  The reason why is that our next 
performers are a little bit shy!  
 

Mackenzie W:    
He wants to perform but there is a little twist, Some of you don’t even 
believe they exist. Maybe if you would clap real loud,  
They’d hear that you are a believing crowd.   
 

(leads the audience in clapping)  
 

Well that wasn’t bad and you all did your best,  
But maybe some cheering would help our next guests.  
 

(She leads the audience in clapping and cheering.)  
 
(A cast member whispers in her ear.) 
 
Matthew:   They say they are ready.  Your cheering did the trick.  

So, let’s introduce them, and get them on quick!  
Ladies and gentlemen!  Please put your mittens together for our next 
guests.  
These three furry friends are the absolute best!  
Abominable Snowman! 
 

(The snowman enters to cheers.)  
 
Madilynn:   Thank you! Thank you very much!   



It’s a pleasure to be here. We have so much to show, so much for you to 
watch. Please welcome my friends, Bigfoot and Sasquatch!  

(Bigfoot and Sasquatch enter to applause.)  
 
Bennett:    Sasquatch is my name. Being here is a treat.  
 
Leilani:    You’ll recognize me by the size of my feet!  
 
(She holds up one foot at a time.)  
 
Bennett:    No need to be afraid. No need to worry.  
 
Leilani:    No need to fear us just because we are furry! 
 
 
Song 4: Snow Buddies  
 
(The three move into place for their song) 
 
SCENE 5  
 
Marley:    Well those three were good and really, so nice,  

But I still don’t like snow and  my toes are like ice!  
Weston:      Well never fear for this next song will awe you, Not only that, it might 
  Even thaw you. 

  After all, when you’re surrounded by friends, The warmth in your heart    
 just never ends. 
 
 

Little  Speaker:   And here we are, friends one and all, (point at Bigfoot’s held up foot)  
No matter how big!  
 
Leilani:   (patting speaker on the head)  No matter how small.   
 
Ryleigh:     We stay safe and warm,  no matter the weather.  

We’ll never be cold, if we all stick together.  
Warmth never ends if it gets a good start;  
So finally, a tender ballad to warm any heart. 

 
Song 5: A Warm Spot in My Heart 
 
 
 
 



 
 
SCENE 6  
Michael:   Well that’s about it for our show about snow, But one more thing before 
you all go!   
 
Paule:   We have a last message to share with you. We hope you agree, each word of 
it true.   
 
Marley:   As long as you’re warm on the inside,  you see, You can survive the cold of 
the outside,  just like me!  
 
Patrick:   Kindness and warmth win  if we let them begin, And they always win,  if 
they begin from within. 
 
Sophia:   So be nice to each other  wherever you go, And now, my friends,  let’s get 
on with the snow!  I mean … show! 
Reprise: It’s Snowtime! 
 
Announcers:  Maddox, Eleanor, Mackenzie W, Matthew 
 
Cody:  Marley Pope 
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